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This Application Engineering Note will provide clarification on the requirements of NFPA codes and 
standards with respect to limited combustible cable as of the date of this publication.  Local codes and 
authorities should be consulted.  
 
NFPA Document Review 
 
NFPA 90A, Standard for the Installation of Air-Conditioning and Ventilating Systems, was last revised in 
2002 and is the only NFPA document that uses the term “limited combustible” as a cable designation. 
This standard provides requirements for materials contained in ducts and plenums associated with the air 
conditioning and ventilating system. The requirements for cables installed in ceiling cavity plenums are as 
follows: 
 

4.3.10.2.6.1 Electrical wires and cables and optical fiber cables shall be listed as noncombustible 
or limited combustible and have a maximum smoke developed index of 50 or shall be listed as 
having a maximum peak optical density of 0.5 or less, an average optical density of 0.15 or less 
and a maximum flame spread density of 1.5 m (5 feet) when tested in accordance with NFPA 
262, Standard Method of Test for Flame Travel and Smoke of Wires and Cables for Use in Air-
Handling Spaces. 

 
The requirements for cables installed in raised floor plenums are identical and are indicated in 
4.3.10.6.5.1. 
 
It is important to note that the language above allows for either of two types of cable, namely traditional 
plenum cables, tested to NFPA 262 and listed, and “listed non combustible or limited combustible cables.” 
Thus, traditional plenum cables are permitted, just as they were in prior editions of NFPA 90A, and 
continue to dominate plenum space deployments. 
 
NFPA 70, The National Electrical Code ®, is widely adopted by most authorities having jurisdiction as a 
basis for inclusion into their fire and building codes. It reflects the requirements of other NFPA standards 
which may be considered to have primacy within specific areas of application.  For example, NFPA 90A 
provides requirements for cables installed within spaces used for the handling of environmental air such 
as the area above a drop ceiling. If the NFPA 90A requirements change, the NEC will be expected to 
appropriately revise requirements reflecting the NFPA 90A changes in its next revision cycle.  
 
The 2005 NEC provides requirements for the installation of various cable types. Chapters 7 and 8 contain 
requirements for several low voltage or non current-carrying cable applications including communications 
cables and optical fiber cables. To date, the articles addressing these cables state that cables installed 
within plenum spaces (which are actually called “other space used for environmental air in section 300.22 
of the NEC) must meet the traditional plenum cable requirements of NFPA 262 and no mention is made 
of limited combustible cable.  
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Though not apparently obvious in its relation to the use of cables within plenum spaces, the following fine 
print note (FPN) was introduced into the portions of Articles 770, 800, and 820 related to cables in 
plenums in the 2005 NEC: 
 

FPN: See 8.14.1 of NFPA 13-2002, Installation of Sprinkler Systems, for requirements for 
sprinklers in concealed spaces containing exposed combustibles. 

 
Though not mandatory text, the FPN is suggestive of the possibility that cables installed in concealed 
spaces require sprinkler protection.  
 
To provide clarification on this matter, the NFPA 13 Sprinkler Installation Committee has approved 
addition of the following language within the annex portion of the document regarding treatment of minor 
amounts of combustible materials within concealed spaces: 
 

A.8.14.1.2.1 Minor quantities of combustible materials such as but not limited to: cabling, 
nonmetallic plumbing piping, non-structural wood, etc., can be present in concealed spaces 
constructed of limited or noncombustible materials but should not typically be viewed as requiring 
sprinklers. For example, it is not the intent of this section to require sprinklers, which would not 
otherwise be required, in the interstitial space of a typical office building solely due to the 
presence of the usual amount of cabling within the space. The threshold value at which sprinklers 
become necessary in the concealed space is not defined. 

 
Annex language, while part of the NFPA 13 document, is also considered to be informational and non 
mandatory but may give some insight into the intended application of the document. 
 
Conclusion 
As of the date of this writing, there are no NFPA documents which mandate the use of limited 
combustible cable in any application space, concealed or unconcealed.  
 


